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1. Introduction: Lost Theoretical Insights from US Secretary of
State George Marshall.
More than sixty years ago, on 5 June 1947, US Secretary of State George
Marshall gave a speech at Harvard University announcing what was to be
called the Marshall Plan. The Marshall Plan was probably the most successful development plan in human history, re-industrializing and industrializing countries from Norway and Sweden in the North to Greece and Turkey
in the South-East. At about the same time, a similar process based on the
same principles re-industrialized and industrialized East Asia, spreading from
Japan in the North-East towards the South-West. In this way a cordon sanitaire of wealthy countries was created around the communist world,
stemming the communist tide that was rising at the time of Marshall’s
speech. One country to benefit from the Marshall-type ideology was South
Korea, a country that in 1950 was poorer (GDP per capita estimated at
$ 770) than Somalia (GDP per capita estimated at $ 1057; Maddisson
2003), which today is an example of a failed state (see Figure 1 below).
Figure 1. Korea-Somalia, GDP per capita, 1950-2001, in 1990 international GearyKhamis dollars.

Source: Original data extracted from Maddisson 2003.
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Although sometimes it is misunderstood as a scheme for giving away huge
sums of money rather than a re-industrialization scheme, the Marshall Plan
is well known. What is less known is that the relatively short speech contained three key theoretical insights with strong relevance in today’s situation.
The first insight is the link between a certain type of productive structure
and what George Marshall calls “modern civilization”, what in a more politically correct and neutral language today could be called “development and
democracy” (italics added):
There is a phase of this matter which is both interesting and serious. The
farmer has always produced the foodstuffs to exchange with the city dweller
for the other necessities of life. This division of labor is the basis of modern
civilization. At the present time it is threatened with breakdown. The town and
city industries are not producing adequate goods to exchange with the foodproducing farmer.

During the formation of the European nation-states, it was common knowledge that democracies and ‘civilization’ were both products of certain economic structures associated with ‘city activities’ (Reinert 2009a). It was not
lost on Enlightenment Europe that the first democracies – Venice and the
Dutch Republic – were also the states where artisans and manufacturing
were the dominant professions. Agricultural states meant feudalism and
lack of political freedom. Already in 1613, Italian economist Antonio Serra
identified the ‘glue’ that creates the common weal of cities and nations as
being a large division of labour in activities that are all subject to increasing
returns (i.e. falling costs as volume of production goes up, which excludes
agriculture) (Serra 1613, Reinert & Reinert 2003). This phenomenon could
be observed as city-states grew first into dynamic urban agglomerations,
then into nation-states.
Marshall’s second insight regards the vicious circles that are created in societies without manufacturing activities (italics added):
The remedy lies in breaking the vicious circle and restoring the confidence of
the European people in the economic future of their own countries and of
Europe as a whole. The manufacturer and the farmer throughout wide areas
must be able and willing to exchange their product for currencies, the continuing value of which is not open to question.

It is notable that Marshall used the term ‘vicious circle’, which became fashionable only later – in the 1950s and 60s – with development economists
like Gunnar Myrdal.
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Marshall’s third insight is that development assistance must provide a cure
rather than a mere palliative:
Such assistance, I am convinced, must not be on a piecemeal basis as various
crises develop. Any assistance that this Government may render in the future
should provide a cure rather than a mere palliative. Any government that is willing to assist in the task of recovery will find full cooperation.

In this paper we argue that the root causes of poverty lie in a certain type
of economic structure which fails to produce the virtuous circles of economic growth that need increasing returns and sufficient diversity and diffusion of economic activities in order to become self-sustainable. Increasing
returns produce barriers to entry into an economic activity, which again
allow a degree of imperfect competition that produces capital accumulation.
We argue that economic development requires dynamic imperfect competition under increasing returns, rather than the standard assumptions of perfect competition and diminishing returns.
During the decades following World War II, world development followed the
strategic outline of the 1947 Marshall Plan, the principles of which also
were at the core of the 1948 Havana Charter, signed by all the members
of the United Nations at the time. These principles were abandoned in the
1980s however, and at the end of a sequence of unsuccessful
‘Development Decades’, the Millennium Development Goals were launched.
These are – in the view of the authors – heavily biased towards palliative
economics, treating the symptoms of poverty rather than addressing its
root causes.

2. Ibn-Khaldun: Pre-Industrial Rent-Seeking as a Zero-Sum-Game.
Muslim historian and philosopher Ibn-Khaldun (1332-1406) described society’s development from the nomadic tribes of the desert, organised in clans
originating in blood relationships, to agriculturalists and ultimately into town
dwellers. The town dwellers decay into luxury, as their wants increase, the
city must resort to constantly increasing taxation. Resenting the claims of
their clansmen to equality they rely for aid on foreign supporters, who
become necessary because of the decline of clansmen as warriors. Thus
the state grows decrepit and over time becomes the prey of a fresh group
of nomads, who undergo the same experience. In Ibn-Khaldun’s pre-industrial setting, history logically becomes a cyclical sequence of tribal wars –
with foreign supporters – fighting over the static and non-productive rents
that accrue to the nation’s or region’s capital.
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Pre-increasing returns and pre-common-weal productive systems specialized in raw materials create a type of feudal political structure. But even
where there is no real feudalism involved, like today in some African agriculture, the state seems to continue the extraction of economic surplus
characteristic of colonialism, and giving very little back. Sharing economic
growth becomes a fundamental issue in the identification of responses to
poverty alleviation. Under such conditions pre-capitalist production structures and political structures are very durable, and probably for some good
reasons. One advisor to Tanzanian president Julius Nyerere, the Swede
Göran Hydén, talks about Africa’s “uncaptured peasantry”. Similarly NATO
and the West today face an “uncaptured peasantry” in Afghanistan. Our
suggestion is that Nyerere’s African socialism may have failed for the very
same reason NATO and the West are failing in Afghanistan and in the
Middle East in general. The absence of an increasing returns sector creates
zero-sum-game societies of static rent-seeking.2 These nations are prime
candidates for developing into failing, failed and fragile (FFF) states.
Indeed, as Gregory Clark argues in his A Farewell to Alms (2007), the world
before the industrial revolution and that of today’s failed states is characterized by what he calls a Malthusian trap: higher standards of living bring
increasing population growth that without significant productivity increases
lowers the standards of living back to subsistence level. In many ways
today’s poorest countries are worse off than ever before in history. As Clark
argues, “the subsistence wage, at which population growth would cease,
is many times lower in the modern world than in the preindustrial period. ...
Given the continued heavy dependence of many sub-Saharan African countries on farming, and a fixed supply of agricultural land, health care improvements are not an unmitigated blessing, but exact a cost in terms of lower
material incomes.” (2007, 45) There are essentially two options to escape
the Malthusian trap: decreasing population or significant and continuous
productivity increases (through diversification into increasing returns activities). We have argued that the genocide in Rwanda cannot be understood
except in this perspective (Reinert 2007).
It is increasingly clear that there is a strong connection between economic
growth and states failing or not failing. As Paul Collier argues, “civil war is
much more likely to break out in low-income countries: halve the starting

2 It is, however, important to note that increasing returns can today easily characterize knowledge-intensive services as well. In manufacturing industry today outsourced low-end activities are
often subject to constant or negative returns to scale and have very limited scope for learning.
What used to be a simple system where manufacturing activities are always 'good' has developed
into something more complex, but the key characteristics of 'good' activities remain the same:
increasing returns, imperfect competition and a large scope for learning and technical change
(Reinert 2007).
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income of the country and you double the risk of civil war” (2007, 19).
However, in the same book Collier goes on to argue that “globally, we now
know what produces productivity growth in manufacturing: it is competition” (160). This represents a startlingly simplistic view from someone who
repeatedly has admired East Asian economies, those that have escaped the
bottom billion of poorest people on earth in the last century. Clearly, productivity increases alone do not solve the problem of poverty, the fruits of
productivity increases may easily disappear as lowered prices to foreign
customers (Singer 1950, Reinert 2007). In order to remain in the producing
country, productivity increases must take place inside the synergies of a
finely woven web of diversified economic activities, all subject to increasing returns (a ‘National Innovation System’). Lack of competition and
growth does not explain state failure. It is rather, as we argue, the lack of
the specific composition of the economic structure that characterizes all
rich and middle-class nations. Failed, failing and fragile states exhibit decidedly different economic structures compared to developed countries.3 The
FFF states have common economic factors that distinguish them from e.g.
Canada, Finland, Norway, Germany or Singapore (see Appendix 1 for
detailed data and figures).
We have argued that economic retrogression – a development process in
reverse – is a common phenomenon that requires much more attention that
it actually gets (Reinert 2007). The former Soviet Republics in Central Asia,
and Moldova and Mongolia offer examples of how ill-guided liberalization
(premature exposure to global free trade) can reverse the long-term processes of building productive forces in few years. With the breakdown of the
Soviet Union and following rapid liberalization of trade and economy in general, most Central Asian countries transformed within few years from relatively developed countries to fragile and poor states that by now exhibit
often feudal patterns of political and socio-economic behaviour (See Figures
2 and 3 below).
It is also exceedingly important to understand the qualitative difference
between developed states and FFF-states when it comes to absorbing
‘wealth shocks’ from oil, mining, and other natural resources into the econ-

3 Another important aspect in state failure and fragility is the fast pace of urbanization in many

poor regions of the world (Davis 2006; UNHSP 2003). These are urban agglomerations where
increasing returns are few and limited in scale and scope. The rise of such slums in poor countries indicates an interesting phenomenon: state failure and fragility are often preceded, or at least
accompanied, by failure and fragility of cities. In fact, such failed cities are often surviving on
resource-based activities from the country-side (large-scale agriculture, natural resources such as
minerals, mining, etc) and petty commerce (often selling imported goods). State and city failures
reverse the development logic (city does not support surrounding areas but vice versa) and thus
create huge dependencies and vicious circles. In such human settlements many survive in illegal
activities and lodgings that enforce the vicious circles.
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omy. Developed countries normally manage to integrate these activities into
their innovation systems, while the same type of activities in FFF states
tend to create economic enclaves that are isolated from the rest of the
economy.
Figure 2. GDP per capita in constant 2000 USD in Central Asian and selected former
Soviet economies, 1980-2005.

Source: World Bank WDI online database; calculations by the authors.

Also here we see the state collapse accompanied by heavy fall in GDP per
capita and industry value added per capita. Before 1990 most of these
countries had income levels well above what the World Bank calls lowincome countries,4 but GDP per capita in countries like Tajikistan, the
Kyrgyz Republic and Moldova fell well below that of low-income countries
and stayed there throughout the 1990s and early 2000s. It is thus not a
coincidence that we find Georgia, the Kyrgyz Republic, Moldova, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan among states listed in the Foreign Policy
failed state index 2007.5

4 According to World Bank WDI online database, low-income economies are those in which 2005

GNI per capita is $875 or less.
5 The Failed States Index 2007 by The Fund for Peace and FOREIGN POLICY magazine, available at
http://www.foreignpolicy.com/story/cms.php?story_id=3865&page=0&fpsrc=ealert071505fbb
cbcbc4673476.
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Figure 3. Industry value added per capita in constant 2000 USD in Central Asia and
other selected former Soviet economies, 1985-2005.

Source: World Bank WDI online database; calculations by the authors.

Historically the forces that broke the Ibn-Khaldunian circle of rent-seeking
tribal violence were the simultaneous development of a large division of
labour and the growth of increasing returns industries. With these activities,
the national capital became an asset to the countryside and vice versa: the
nation-state was no longer a zero-sum game. Nations displaying these types
of characteristics became the first democracies (Italian and Dutch city
states):
Three main periods could be identified for increasing divergence between
FFF states and industrialized countries:

· The divergence among regions was marginal during the first period, i.e. from
1000 to 1870, ending with the geographical segmentation of the colonial world
among former colonial powers (see also Clark 2007, 303-370).

· During the second period, between 1870 and 1950, developing regions such as
Africa, Latin America and Asia (excluding Japan) were unable to boost their
GDP per capita on a sustainable basis. An important explanation for this is
colonialism, which at its very core has been a technology policy prohibiting
manufacturing in the colonies (Reinert 2007). Asymmetry among those regions
is mainly due to the fact that developing regions which managed to become
economically independent or directly integrated in the productive structure of
the regional economic locomotive (such as Japan for Asia), could gradually reappropriate their economic wealth using Friedrich List’s the ry of “productive
powers” (List 1856, 394). Whenever visionary leaders succeeded in promoting
industrialization and public goods for their respective populations, the country
or the region experienced a convergence with industrialized countries in terms
8

of GDP per capita, share of manufacturing value added (MVA) in GDP and
growth of MVA per capita (see Appendixes 8, 9 and 10). Bad governance – a
phenomenon accompanying de-industrialization or lack of industrialization –
usually leads to a convergence among FFF states that represents a race to the
bottom (see also Collier 2007, 53-63).

· Between 1950 and 2001, economies with the optimal productive structures in
place benefit from the gradual acceleration of the globalization process. The
globalization shock that started in the 1980s accelerated the divergence between
poor FFF economies and rich industrialized countries: nations that had achieved
a dynamic increasing returns economy above a certain threshold prospered
(forging ahead), while those below that threshold were made poorer by globalization (falling behind). In parallel, middle-income economies, even though
sometimes considered as fragile – are gradually experiencing a convergence
with the world average (see Appendixes 5 and 6).

In sum, the gap between the poorest and the richest countries in the world has
grown from a 4:1 ratio in 1800 to more than 50:1. (Clark 2007, 319-320)

3. The Need for a Holistic View of Economic and Political Structures.
Six main differences distinguish today’s approach to economic development – as represented by the Washington Institutions – from previous theories of development process (Renaissance to Marshall Plan). Today’s theories fail:
a) To approach economic development from a multidisciplinary stand point, as
was done in the German tradition of Staatswissenschaft;
b) To study and tailor-make policy-recommendations to the specific context in
which a nation finds itself (insisting that ‘one size fits all’);
c) To observe and classify qualitative differences between economic activities
(e.g. increasing or diminishing returns, perfect or imperfect competition, etc.);
d) To investigate differences between the productive structures of nations;
e) To conceive of development as a dynamic synergetic phenomenon propelled by
self-reinforcing mechanisms (e.g. Collier’s static development ‘traps’ compared
to the dynamic virtuous and vicious circles of classical development econoics);
f) To understand the role of the state in economic growth from any standpoint
other than ‘market failure’.

These weaknesses are all reflected in the standard methodology of economics today (see also Clark 2007, 145-147). In particular the latter
assumption leads to a highly simplistic juxtaposition of free market vs. government intervention. Such a dichotomy fails completely in its understanding of how real markets work: markets are often bundles of rules, institutions, regulations, enforcements (or lack thereof), and thus represent highly intricate webs of transaction costs and externalities that create context9

specific motivators for particular economic behavior. The failure to understand this, in turn, leads to an overly simplistic understanding of the role of
state and particularly of public administration in development (see further
below). This leads to policy solutions and advice (‘get the institutions right’)
that are often completely alien to the country they are meant to help.
(Fukuyama 2004; Doornboos 2002; also Rodrik 2007)
The important trend of divergence between FFF states and industrialized
countries today appears as a major source of global concern, and this
should not simply be reduced to security-related issues. In 1950, Singapore
was poorer (GDP per capita estimated at $ 2219) than Peru (GDP per capita estimated at $ 2263, see Figure 4 below). A clear indication of a nonfailed state is its ability to perform productive activities within a system
rewarding institutions supporting growing value-added achieved through
industrial diversification under increasing returns. Our contention is that any
policy aiming at preventing nation-states from failing, should – in order to
avoid treating mere symptoms rather than causes – include an analysis of
how to make the productive structure of such states resemble the structure
of developed ones. The overall approach of the Millennium Development
Goals should be revised to include productive structure as the core variable
(Reinert 2007, 239-270). Poor countries ought to emulate the productive
structure of rich countries, not their economic policies.
Figure 4. Peru-Singapore, GDP per capita, 1950-2001, in 1990 international GearyKhamis dollars.

Source: Original data extracted from Maddisson 2003.
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Common economic characteristics of failing states are, among others, very
few if any urban increasing returns industries, very little division of labour
(i.e. monoculture), no urban middle class bringing political stability, no
important artisan class that is economically independent, engaged in commodity competition (perfect competition) in their export activities, a comparative advantage in supplying cheap labour to the world markets, and a
low demand for educated labour combined with a very low level of education. This complex of symptoms cannot be cured by attacking isolated
symptoms: a focus on education will tend to increase the brain drain rather
than improving the economic structure, as the local demand for jobs requiring education is so low. All symptoms must be attacked simultaneously
through the only solution that has proved historically viable: that of changing the underlying economic structure.
The following are key characteristics in the dynamics of failed states:

· The central government does not control the whole territory and has lost authority over selected zones (including cross-border areas);

· Internal conflicts move to violent confrontations and get out of control. New
leaders emerge with the objective of siphoning off wealth from natural resource
extraction in a process much resembling the cycles described by Ibn-Khaldun.
This circulation of elites is based on static rent-seeking rather than, as in
Schumpeter’s version of elite circulation, on a succession of families that create national industrial wealth in one generation and live on financial income in
subsequent generations (e.g. the Ford family). Abuse of power and deficit of
democracy on the one hand and a pre-industrial economic sector on the other
are factors that mutually reinforce each other, locking nations into very strong
vicious circles.

· Human rights, the control of media, lack of free speech, and the democratic
deficit reach a critical point where the lack of productive powers leads to
hunger, poverty, and inequality. This raises the concern of the international
community, which, however, only moves in to attack the symptoms of the crisis, not its root causes (by sending food, troops, etc).

· The international community focuses almost exclusively on how governments
are elected, rather than on what kind of economic policies they promote. This
locks the FFF-states into economic structures in which the natural way to create personal wealth is either by siphoning off rents from raw material extraction
or from the international aid-industry, rather than by engaging in the kind of
productive activities that are necessary to create real national wealth. Rentseeking in the international aid sector seems to crowd out productive rent-seeking in industrial activities. Corruption becomes an inevitable and integral part
of such a system, whereupon the international community turns around and
blames poverty on corruption – which they themselves have created – rather
than on the sub-optimal productive structures that are the heritage of colonialism. Dambisa Moyo (2009) provides a good analysis of the evils of aid
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dependence, but unfortunately her recommendations largely represent the same
policies that created the problem in the first place.

· Inability to actively participate in regional integration processes through
Africa’s ‘spaghetti bowl’ of trade agreements that makes focused trade policies
virtually impossible.

In nations with this type of economic and governance structures a particular type of regionalism tends to evolve, which in Latin America is referred
to as caudillismo and in Somalia and Afghanistan as the rule of war lords.
The economic structure that provides the ‘glue’ that keeps a functioning
nation-state together is simply not there. Gustav Schmoller (1897/1967)
provides a description of how European nation-states were consolidated,
i.e.the very process that FFF states lack.
It can be observed that a productive system specialized in raw materials
sometimes creates a type of feudal political structure. But even where there
is no real feudalism involved, like in some African agriculture, the state
seems to continue the extraction of economic surplus characteristic of colonialism and post-colonialism. These states based on static rent-seeking can
only give very little back to the community at large: instead of being the
hub of increasing returns and value creation the capital city becomes a parasite on the rest of the nation. Under such conditions pre-capitalist production structures are very durable, and probably for good reasons (see also
Collier 2007: 34). Such neo-feudal structures easily produce FFF-states
because of their inability to upgrade the production structure: the industrial
policy tools of the Marshall Plan and the Havana Charter have in effect
become outlawed and the artisan/industrial class is too weak to induce a
change in this direction. Enlightenment economics of the 1700s clearly distinguished between ‘parasitic’ administrative capital cities, surrounded by
inefficient agriculture, and ‘synergy-creating’ industrial capitals surrounded
by efficient agriculture. Spain’s Madrid was the classical example of the
first kind of capital, and Lombardy’s Milan of the second. As George
Marshall stated: the synergy between city and countryside forms the core
of economic development. And we must not forget that in order for this
system to work, the countryside’s city customers must be part of the same
labour market as the farmers themselves. Farmers’ customers in faraway
countries cannot trigger these mechanisms.
The positive-sum-game between city and countryside referred to by George
Marshall can only be created through a large division of labour and increasing returns. Only then the “common weal” that was the goal of Italian
Renaissance city states can be observed. Only then the state ceases to be
a parasite that takes away in taxes less than it brings back. This synergybased understanding of successful states is found already in Florentine
state theory, with Brunetto Latini, in the 13th century. In order to escape
12

pre-capitalist zero-sum games – negative-sum game from the point of view
of the subsistence sector – the nation-state must operate under synergic
increasing returns. The argument of increasing returns was, according to
Schumpeter, also a key argument in 18th century national economic policy
promoting industrialization.
We suggest going back to the literature at the time when early viable states
with some kind of democracy were created. In Giovanni Botero (1588) and
in the tradition of ‘Ragion di Stato’ (Staatsraison or Reason of State) created by him, there are clear links between economic structure and the viability of states. Botero’s Ragion di Stato and Sulle grandezze delle Cittá (‘On
the Greatness of Cities’), are, after all, parts of the same work. This tradition was continued by 18th century social scientists, including Montesquieu.
As one German author said at the time: “it is not so that a primitive people
becomes civilized, and then founds industries, it is the other way around!”
Friedrich List brings this 18th century argument into the 19th century, linking manufacturing and ‘civilization’ directly. Already in early German social
science, Veit Ludwig von Seckendorff (1626-1692) found that Germany did
not have the economic basis to create a society like the one observed and
so admired in the Dutch Republic. Seckendorff’s approach to making the
state function better was intimately tied to changing the economic basis of
the state itself, its mix of professions and industries and their geographical
relocation within the realm. In the tradition started by Seckendorff, the
Fürsten (Princes) were turned into modernizers by arguing that their Recht
(right) to govern was accompanied by a Pflicht (duty) to modernize and, in
effect, in the long term create the conditions where the Fürsten in the end
would be obsolete and the conditions needed for a functioning democracy
would have been created. A successful Principality carried with it the seeds
of its own destruction and the birth of democracy.
The first wealthy states with some kind of republican rule were often
islands, like Venice and the Dutch Republic. The absence of arable land both
led to an absence of a feudal structure and contributed to the creation of a
diversified economic structure including activities subject to increasing
returns. This makes Florence, with power also by landowners, so interesting. There the corporazioni (guilds) and the burgers fought for power among
themselves, but very early (12th-13th century) they had banned the families
that owned the land around the city from participating in politics (these continued to trouble Florence for centuries through alliances with other cities).
There is, then, a long history of trying to move the vested interests of the
ruling class from land into manufacturing. The rulers who had a manufacturing strategy also tended to have a policy against the landed nobility,
starting with Henry VII in England in 1485. The goal of converting the ‘use-
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less’ landed nobility into a useful one was an important reason for Johann
Heinrich Gottlob von Justi’s appointment in Vienna in 1752, and for the
establishment of the Theresianum there. Sometimes, however, the urban
non-feudal modernizers lost, as in the War of the Comuneros in Spain in
1520-21. This kind of strife between landed upper classes – with their economic interests vested in diminishing return activities – and the generally
urban classes promoting artisans and manufacturing – has been very common over the last 500 years. The politics of economic development evolve
around these crises. The US Civil War was one such conflict of interests
when the manufacturing North defeated the raw-material producing South.
In many ways the history of Latin America is the history of nations where
the ‘South’ has won the civil wars, and where the military, at times, have
sided with a weak industrial bourgeoisie and contributed to creating development.

4. Palliative Industrialization: from Primitivization to ‘De-industrialization’
De-industrialization as an accident, or alternatively as a planned process of
colonialism, should always be considered as an integral part of our understanding of FFF states. The international community’s focus on palliative
economics – on ‘development aid’ – rather than on wealth creation may
push economically fragile states towards the failed states group. Particularly
in Africa, top-down policies aimed at ‘fixing’ developing countries’ problems, have produced poor results and many failures. (See e.g. Easterly
2001, Collier 2007, Moyo 2009). At the core of the problem of these
Washington Institution policies is the failure to perceive the activity-specific nature of economic development: it does not take off in the absence of
increasing returns and the synergies created around them. There is an
urgent need to reverse the counterproductive policies that the Washington
Consensus established in many weakly industrialized countries.
Based on a continuous policy of industrialization starting in the late 1940s
China and India have stubbornly improved their industrial structure and productive capacities and capabilities (see Appendix 2 and 3), based on an
economic policy diverging from the one advised by the so-called
Washington Consensus. The present relative success of these nations cannot be understood without taking into account a more than 50-year history of industrial policy in both India and China. Without a re-definition that
puts industrial policy at its core, the Millennium Development Goals will fail
as being overly palliative rather than constructive. When the G 8 group of
countries call for “an improvement of global investment climate as well as
taking the social dimension of globalization into account”, they must go one
step further and re-introduce the building of productive structure in FFF
states as a means both to create profitable investment opportunities AND
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to improve the social conditions in these states. Only a changed economic
structure will start a process leading them to become middle-income countries. After all, it is the fragile countries that are suffering the most from the
globalization process (see e.g. Collier 2007, 79-96). Approaching the problem exclusively by attempting to alleviate the collateral effects of poverty
implies failing to address the root of the problem. Attacking the symptoms
of poverty and conflict rather than its causes prevents security- and peacebuilding processes and increases the cost of building trust in FFF states.
This ‘palliative economics’ in effect producee a new type of colonialism
which we have dubbed ‘welfare colonialism’ (Reinert 2006). While the
World Bank models normally assume full employment, while employment is
what Africa needs most of all. In order to create employment the vicious
circle of ‘no purchasing power’ and ‘no productive power’ must be broken.
Studying 500 years of the history of economic thought we argue that the
only way to escape this type of vicious circle has been through heavy doses
of industrial policy (Reinert 2009b).
Just like in 18th century Latin America, Africa achieved decolonization but
not real independence. Keeping Africa deindustrialized also carries a huge
price tag both in terms of human suffering and in monetary terms.
According to the International Crisis Group, “civil war in a low-income country costs that country and its neighbours on average 42 Billion Euro in direct
and indirect costs. That is for a single conflict. To put that in perspective,
the worldwide aid budget in 2004 was 60 Billion Euro.”
Since the 1870s and 1950s (see Appendix 4), most of the poor regions are
facing difficulties in improving the economic conditions of its inhabitants.
Many emerging economies were following a path which focused on getting
out of the vicious circle through the mastering of their productive structure.
Declining aid in real terms and window-dressing debt relief embedded in
donor-driven solutions have been unable to radically change the situation on
the ground to the better. Today Africa is being split up between different
trading areas (the so-called “spaghetti bowl”) much as it was split up and
divided by the colonial powers in the 1880s. The lack of collective governance in Africa, and regular external interventions to promote external interests over people’s interest in Africa, generate social pressures. This is often
kept under control by powerful political regimes supported by military powers, which are using the democratic deficit as a new management tool of
governance. Failing to discuss and negotiate new terms to improve the sustainable development process, the international community often adopted
palliative measures. Some of them were agreed upon and structured around
the United Nations Millennium Development Goals with no clear reference
to wealth creation. Long-term vision and strategies using bottom-up
approaches should contribute to reverse the dominant donor-driven
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approaches which often contribute to facilitate poor country leadership with
little interest for the well-being of the local population. Positive impacts on
poverty reduction cannot be de-linked from wealth creation and synergic
growth.
Recently the globalization process was slowly reduced to issues of direct
interest to rich and powerful countries. After the cold war, countries such
as China, Korea, India, Japan, Brazil, and Russia (see Appendix 3) have
become major players in the development process. However, for poor countries globalization in practice means that they do not enter into any industrialization process but continue to take advantage of temporary measures
such as the Everything-but-Arms (EBA) of the European Union or the Africa
Growth Opportunity (AGOA)6 of the United States of America, just to name
some of them. However, preferential trade access to rich countries’ markets only promotes labour-intensive manufactures, void of any learning
potential, bereft of any scale effects, and with obsolete technology. This
type of manufacturing industry subject to strong wage competition
between countries only contributes to a race to the bottom. This is becoming an obsolete and unsustainable option that essentially leaves the poorest
countries trapped in the Malthusian world.

5. From Divergence to Convergence: Building and Upgrading
Productive Agglomeration
Divergence and convergence do exist even at the regional level.
Benchmarking selected regions based on GDP per capita reveals that
regions with a large number of poor and FFF countries are also regions
which faced difficulty to generate wealth and sustain development (see
Appendix 4, Benchmarking selected world regions).
Collapsed, weak or healthy, a nation-state is part of a building process
towards wealth creation. From that perspective, FFF states should be considered as incomplete, unfinished and unsuccessful states in securing
wealth for their population. How to give a new impetus to long-term over
short-term perspectives while searching for development and progress?
This main issue should not be overshadowed by military and security related actions. The latter should of course not be underestimated as a key issue
in breaking the vicious circle of security in failed states.

6 AGOA: The African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) was signed into law on May 18, 2000
as Title 1 of The Trade and Development Act of 2000. The Act offers tangible incentives for
African countries to continue their efforts to open their economies and build free markets, see
http://www.agoa.gov/.
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The missing link in the economics of FFF states is related to the lack of
increasing returns based on “coo-petitive” (a mix of competition and cooperation) diffusion of means (technology, know-how, innovative culture,
entrepreneurship and information sharing) in a predictable and conducive
environment.
Cumulative approaches in economics or productive ‘governance’ often
enforce the development of sustainable productive structures based usually on a participatory system. The more the participatory system is closed to
democracy and shared economic growth with special focus on health, education and communication infrastructure building, more quickly the divergence between countries narrows down. However, more important than
the difference in statistical figures, it is crucial to identify appropriate indicators capturing trends towards convergence or divergence in productive
capacity building. In order to acknowledge a country’s performance in relation with productive agglomeration, we suggest that performance in value
addition in productive sectors be analyzed using at least the following five
main indicators:
1. Trend of GDP (or gross national income - GNI) per capita over a long period;
2. Share of manufacturing value-added MVA + the knowledge-intensive service
sector (or other measure of knowledge-intensity) in GDP over a period and in
comparison with (a) the world and region average, (b) the best performer at the
level of sub-regions and (c) countries with a similar convergence starting point.
The share of MVA in GDP should be equalled or above world average on a sustainable basis to ensure an effective development of productive structures in a
country (or a region). It is important to explain the divergence or convergence
of performance in productive agglomeration over an agreed period;
3. Growth rate of MVA per capita which indicates the real commitment of a government to promote industrialization; this indicator helps not to be misguided
by countries failing to promote productive structures because of unforeseen rent
activities based on a few commodities or minerals;7
4. Benchmarking business environment indicators which should be better than the
region (or sub-region) average. Most data are available with the World Bank
8
(business environment databank);
5. Selected competitiveness index9 with special focus on the existence of a pool
of human capital expertise structured around value chains (indicator of capability and capacity of absorption) productivity, innovation and technology content
especially at local level. Special reference should be made to proxy-indicators

7 See the example of Chad with an improved economic growth rate and a MVA per capita of
1.1% between 1999-2004. (UNIDO 2006 38).
8 See www.doingbusiness.org.
9 See further Porter et al 2007.
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related to industrial complexity and the level of regional/global integration of
processed goods and the impact on services of know-how and technology at
local level (indicator of capability);
6. Real wage and social inequality dynamics.

Based on the six groups of indicators mentioned above, an integrated index
which could be called ‘Poverty reduction index’ or preferably ‘Wealth creation index’ or “Knowledge creation index” will be required to establish a
system of an ‘early alert’ on economic failing states. Such a watch mechanism, which should not be based on the security interests of the rich countries, should contribute to identify correlations between effective states’
commitment to promote synergetic productive structures and the real
chances to escape the vicious circles of the failing states process.
The wealth creation index (WCI) should contribute to benchmark the performance of FFF states and prevent countries from falling from the status
of Fragile States to Failing and Failed States. WCI should then be used to
benchmark the fragility of a country. Fragility is a dynamic concept which
enables states to be classified as committed, partially committed and irresponsible in implementing effective governance. The WCI classification
should avoid spreading the usual donors’ “good or bad” approach often
spread by donors’ agencies.10
The convergence (or the lack of convergence) between economies could be
attributed to a type of governance where the building of an “entrepreneurial organisation at the level of the country” becomes part of an effective
vision, strategy and objectives of a country or a region. An entrepreneurial
organization at the country level could be defined here as the awareness of
countries’ leaders to structure a country (or a region) as a collection of
resources (including capital (money), people and productive assets) and to
regularly identify new and additional combinations of those resources based
on a network of relations, information with the objective to share economic growth at all levels. Here the key concept, however, is that of administrative capacity: to what degree a country’s administration (in terms of
structures, coordination, competencies and real achievement) can handle
the problems faced by that particular country. It is important to note that
administrative capacity is highly context specific.

10 For example, DFID, the UK Department for International Development (DFID) classifies fragile

states into four categories:
1. Good performers with capacity and political will to sustain a development partnership
with the international community;
2. Weak but willing states with limited capacity;
3. Strong but unresponsive states that may be repressive and
4. Weak-weak states, where both political will and institutional capacity pose serious
challenges to development. (DFID 2005)
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The Washington Consensus and its underlying neo-liberal ideology have
greatly influenced the way the development community understands
administrative capacity. Perhaps the main idea behind the Washington
Consensus understanding of administrative capacity is the assumption that
government intervention more often than not has a negative impact on private sector transaction costs and market externalities and thus hampers
market forces and free trade that could otherwise bring development. Thus,
according to the Washington institutions, government intervention is, as we
stated above, justified only in cases of market failure. Ronald Coase is often
credited as the intellectual founding father of this approach, and despite his
explicit warnings that he has been misunderstood (Coase 1988) the impact
has been huge both in developing and developed countries. First, we see a
growing trend to privatize government functions and encouragement to use
more and more market-like mechanisms also in the public sector management (e.g. performance pay) even though there is almost no empirical evidence to suggest that such reforms have ever made the public sector or the
government in general perform better (see in general Pollitt and Bouckaert
2004, and Katula and Perry 2003 on performance pay). Second, there is a
growing emphasis on ‘governing by networks’, which generally means
using increasingly more partnerships with the private and the third sectors
to govern specific fields from policy design to implementation (e.g. setting
up a development agency as a NGO, where government, private companies
and other NGOs have more or less equal footing).11 While such an approach
to governing can indeed bring substantial gains (e.g. tapping into new
human and/or financial resources; utilizing local initiative etc), there is
strong evidence to suggest that unless there is a very high administrative
capacity present, the impact of using networks is increasingly negative.12
In detail, using networks often means that there tends to be a high degree
of difference in goals between private and public sectors; in addition, networks as organizations often operate outside public law domain and thus
under different standards of accountability and legality. Particularly the latter aspect often brings outright corruption and high-jacking of agenda by
private interests.
At the same time, there is strong evidence to suggest that developing countries profit strongly from classical Weberian bureaucratic structures, particularly in terms of administrative capacity, as Weberian administration relies
on strict legal principles (government actions are regulated by public law),
there is a strong emphasis on merit, competence and achievement in public service (entrance and promotion based on merit, competences and

11 A well-balanced overview of the topic is Goldsmith and Eggers 2006.
12 See further Goldsmith and Eggers 2006; Collier 2007, 118-119 offers instructive discussions

of using networks/agencies in FFF states.
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achievement) and clear hierarchies that enhance accountability.13 Weberian
bureaucracy tends to focus on long term strategic goals and thus provide
especially developing countries with direly needed stability in policy planning and design. Indeed, previous lack of strategic capacities in policy making is perhaps the strongest reason why many developing countries should
be particularly careful in experimenting with most recent administrative
reform fashions like ‘governing by networks’. However, we see also in
developed European countries a growing trend towards what has been
termed a neo-weberian state, where notions of legality and accountability,
competence and merit are re-entering both academic discourse and actual
changes in public sector reforms. (Pollitt and Bouckaert 2004; Drechsler
2005)

6. Conclusion
The policies of the Washington Consensus precipitated a process of deindustrialization in many poor countries, from Mongolia via Africa to Latin
America (Reinert 2004 & 2007). This process, strengthened by the many
“conditionalities” imposed on these countries, weakened their productive
agglomerations, making them more fragile. Contemporaneously with an
effort to build peace and security building in FFF states, the process of deindustrialization produced exactly the opposite effect as the one desired: the
creation of system of vicious circles of reducing wealth, employment, and
the middle class. The centuries-old understand of the relationship between
the ‘urban sector’ and ‘democracy’, so well explained by George Marshall
announced the Marshall Plan was lost: The division of labour between the
farmer and the city dweller (agriculture and manufacturing) ‘is the basis of
modern civilization’ (Marshall 1947).
In post World War 2 Europe, the Marshall Plan followed the Morgenthau
Plan, a plan to de-industrialize Germany. Reinert (2004) argues that the free
trade shocks promoted by the Washington Institutions in practice created a
Morgenthau Plan, a de-industrialization plan, for the world periphery, starting in the late 1970s. Now is the time to start a real Marshall Plan for the
de-industrialized Third World, but recognising that probably the most important element of the Marshall Plan – without which the transfer of funds
would have been much less efficient – was that the Plan was accompanied
by tariff autonomy. Heavy industrial policy interventions, including prohibitive tariffs and import prohibitions, were key elements in the reconstruction
of Europe after WW II. Africa, starting for a much weaker base than Europe
did, will probably need an even stronger tonic of policies. Pan-African eco-

13 See in particular Evans and Rauch 1999, Rauch and Evans 2000, also Wade 2003.
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nomic integration must be an integrated element in any such long-term
policy.
The virtual absence of a manufacturing sector seems to explain the lack of
convergence between the FFF least industrialized countries and industrialized countries. Improving industrialization and knowledge creation needs an
enabling governance system with a strong administrative capacity. Trade in
diminishing return activities without knowledge production is not sustainable, and the economics of failed, failing and fragile states must be re-engineered with performing productive structure.
The identification of constraints to productive networking, innovation and
the building of competencies and administrative capacity should be given
more importance when looking for the creation of decent jobs in the global
economy. Therefore most of the present concepts linking trade to development aid including trade preference mechanisms (the African Growth
Opportunity Act (AGOA), the Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA),14 the
Everything But Arms (EBA), the Aid for Trade package from the World
Trade Organization or any bilateral and multilateral aid lacking non-wealth
generating considerations) should be redesigned and adjusted to enable an
effective wealth and knowledge creation in developing countries through
the upgrading and integration of productive economic structures to regional and global markets. Importantly, also the MDGs should be revisited to
ensure that wealth creation becomes more explicit and supported by the
promotion of effective productive structures in the least industrialized countries.
At the core of fragile, failing and failed states (FFFs) is a productive system
where the glue that creates national unity in a positive-sum game is missing: an large increasing returns sector with a large division of labour (i.e.
many different professions and manufacturing activities). The relation
between economic structure and political stability and peace – or instability and armed strife – was well understood during the Enlightenment
(Reinert 2007 & 2009a). As long as this key relationship is not recognised,
long term peace building and poverty alleviation will fail. 500 years of historical record is crystal clear.

14 EPA: Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) is essentially a free trade area agreement, which,

according to WTO rules on free trade areas, see http://www.epawatch.net/general/abc.php?
menuID=62#175.
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APPENDICES
Note: All per capita GDP between 1000 and 2001 are calculated with 1990
international Geary-Khamis dollars; data extracted from Maddison 2003;
other data from UNIDO 2006, and given in US dollars in constant prices of
1995.
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Appendix 2: South Korea, China and India, GDP per capita, 1950-2001
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Appendix 3: GDP and MVA per capita for Chad, the Ivory Coast, Somalia and Sudan
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Appendix 4: GDP per capita (average) for selected world regions, 1000-2001
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Appendix 5: Benchmarking per capita GDP: selected failed, failing and fragile (FFF)
states versus industrialized and emerging countries, 1950 – 2001
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Appendix 6: Benchmarking per capita GDP: failed, failing and fragile (FFF) states versus
neighbouring countries, 1950 – 2001
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Appendix 7: Per capita GDP in selected countries: convergence and divergence in the
same region, 1951-2000, average evolution per decade
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Appendix 8: Per capita GDP in selected countries: 1950-2001, average evolution per
decade, convergence and divergence in the same region
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Appendix 9: Share of MVA in GDP for selected countries and regions, 1995-2004, in
percentage
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Appendix 10: Average annual growth rate of MVA per capita for selected countries and
regions, 1994-1999 and 1999-2004
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